Introduction: World War I
It’s been almost a century since the First World War started, but its memory still resides in most people’s conscience like very few other past events.
The 1914-1918’s war was extraordinarily ferocious. It produced and spread all over the world the horrors and anxieties of the 20th century, involving millions of soldiers
as well as citizens, leaving a terrible trail of death behind,
using new and more devastating weapons, destroying the
territory and creating enormous artistic emergencies. Besides the injustices, the frustrations, the seeds for new
wars that the first conflict left as inheritance to Europe, it
also gave birth to a grief-centered, bellicose, barbaric and full of hate culture.
The Italian front of this huge conflict is usually remembered abroad thanks to the battle, and the resulting defeat, of Caporetto. History books narrate about the military
strategies, statistics list the slain, the disabled and the widows.
To Friuli Venezia Giulia and Veneto though, as well as to
Austria and Slovenia, the memory is even more intense and
upsetting. The war walked over these territories, it shred
people and feelings and drained all natural resources.
These are the territories where most of those terrifying battles took place. These are the territories
where so many young people, coming both from the Kingdom of Italy and the Austro-Hungarian Empire, found death. Here, from May 1915 to October 1918, for twenty-nine endless months, the two
armies fought harshly. The Julian and Carnic Alps, but above all the Karst, witnessed to twelve bloodthirsty battles. The plain, on the other hand, became, at first, an enormous rear guard for the Italian
army, and then, an invasion-field for Austrian troops.
In the meantime, on the high plateau of Asiago and on Mount Grappa, the Austrian assaults smashed
Italian alpine troopers.
After the defeat of Caporetto and the following withdrawal of Italian troops, the frontline moved on the Piave
where three massive conflicts took place: the”Arrest battle”, that stopped the Austrian; the”Solstice battle”the
ultimate great onslaught that struck the enemy, and the
following”Final battle”in Vittorio Veneto that led to victory and to the armistice.

Local people’s lives were deeply and irrevocably changed by war. Many evidences still testify war’s passage over this region, as well as the courage and the spirit of sacrifice shown by those who were called
to arms: abandoned fortifications and shelters, trenches and paths, posts, milestones, monuments and
museums represent just as many memories, through which is possible to recall and recollect emotions,
hopes and fears of those who were involved in the war.

The route: the province of Udine
Aquileia
Coordinates: 45.770135, 13.371453
Being in Austrian territory, the Great War began for
Aquileia in the summer of 1914. After crossing some
barricades at the entrance of the village, the first
units of sharpshooters entered in Aquileia on May
24, 1915, continuing their march towards Monfalcone.
The patriarchal city and the surrounding area thus
became one of the main rearguards of the 3rd Army
in line on the Karst plateau.
There were built: barracks for the resting troops, warehouses, medical facilities as well as an airport (in
Farella) and a narrow-gauge railway that connected Villa Vicentina to the port on the Natissa.
The cemetery of Aquileia, that had been arranged for centuries around the basilica, was moved to another place to make way for an Italian war cemetery, where they began to be buried the first fallen from
the Karst front. The Heroes Cemetery is a site of great historical importance because, unlike other cemeteries, ossuaries and memorials, is the only one to has retained its original shape, since the burials
started in 1915. Also, exactly from this place, in 1921 departed the remains of the Unknown Soldier
brought to the Fatherland’s Altar.
For the many families of those who died without a name, and for the entire nation prostrated from the
conflict, Italy (as well as all the countries involved) established the figure of the Unknown Soldier. He’s
a fallen man with no name, who died in battle, that establishes a religious and civil liturgy to represent
the sacrifices and the patriotism of the whole people
in arms.
Eleven bodies, of unknown fallen from the various
battlefields, were gathered in the Basilica of Aquileia, where, through a complex ritual, the mother of
a dispersed volunteer from Trieste, Maria Bergamas,
chose the dead body that had to symbolize the sacrifice of the whole nation.
Loaded on a special train with the symbols of victory,
the chosen coffin was hoisted on a wagon adorned
with flags, weapons and remnants, which, accompanied by a guard of honor, traveled from Trieste to Rome, covering half of Italy between reverent
crowds and indescribable scenes of patriotism and mourning.
The most impressive patriotic demonstration of united Italy culminated on November 4, 1921 in Rome,
in the presence of King Vittorio Emanuele III, with a big parade and the remains of the Unknown Soldier
buried with full honors at the Vittoriano, the royal mausoleum inaugurated in 1911 which then became
the Altar of the Fatherland of all Italians.

The Heroes Cemetery in Aquileia is characterized by
the elegant, wrought iron and bronze crosses, decorated with a tangle of laurel and oak, which in the
circular plate contain the words “ Dulce et decorum
est pro patria mori” (Sweet and beautiful is to die for
the Fatherland) with the fallen’s name right in the
middle.
Within the cemetery you will find important marble
groups, such as the arched stone niche above the
grave of ten soldiers with no name, at the foot of
which lies the burial of Maria Bergamas, the mother
who chose the body of the Unknown Soldier to transfer in Rome.
“The dying Christ”, which depicts Jesus Christ on the cross while comforting two infantrymen at his feet;
“The angel of charity” where a wounded soldier is supported by a female figure with wings. Among the
important tombs there’s that of Giovanni Randaccio, commander of the “Wolves of Tuscany “.

Cervignano del Friuli
Coordinates: 45.823973, 13.334065 (Plaque), 45.824908, 13.333915 (Commemorative stone)
On May 23, 1914, Italy declared war to Austria and
entered the conflict. The following day, as first military statement, the Italian army aimed its cannons
against Austro-Hungarian troops, barricaded in Cervignano del Friuli, which was going to be freed a few
hours later.
It is from the square immediately adjacent to the current bridge on the Ausa river, that the first artillery
shot was fired by Italians. On site there is still a plaque commemorating the event, as well as the projectile cannon, never exploded and defused, still stuck in the wall of the building. On the same bridge, on
the facade of an old house (known as the “hermitage”), is placed a plaque in memory of the staying in
Cervignano of Gabriele D’Annunzio between July 1915 and May 1917.

Jainich
Coordinates: 46.104408, 13.548178
In Janich, a small village near San Leonardo, in the heart of the Natisone Valleys , on the wall of the small
St. Nicholas church, some black crosses are engraved with names and a date. They mark the graves of
some German soldiers who died on October 27, 1917
while pursuing Italian troops that were retreating after the breakthrough on the front of Caporetto. The
church, which dates back in the Middle Ages but was
restored in the mid-nineteenth century, stands on a
ledge overlooking the villages below.
On the building’s side there is also a memorial stone
and a plaque commemorating the events surrounding the Battle of Mount Spig which saw the 8th
Grenadier Regiment of Brandenburg fight against about 500-600 soldiers of the 3rd Italian division.
Without ammunition, and incessantly hit by enemy artillery fire, after a long and strenuous defense,
Italians were surrounded and taken as prisoner.

Santa Maria la Longa
Coordinates: 45.933317, 13.287832
Santa Maria la Longa has never been directly involved in the war,
but it’s has been a crucial point in the cantonment of thousands of
soldiers sent to fight on the Isonzo front. Its restaurants, taverns,
the Soldier’s Home (which was occasionally helped by the “Teatro
al Fronte”), became places of rest and illusory tranquility to soldiers
who waited to return to the forefront.
The four field hospitals, set up in the municipal area to accommodate the wounded from war zones, were housed in as many mansions: Villa Bearzi, Villa Morelli de Rossi (hamlet of Mereto di Capitolo), villa Torso (hamlet of Tissano); villa Porta-Braida (hamlet of
Ronchiettis).
The villa of the Counts of Colloredo was the seat of the aerial photograph Department of the first Airplane Group, and occasionally,
for about six months, the house of Gabriele d’ Annunzio who, before that, had lived for a month in villa Bearzi.
Santa Maria la Longa is also remembered for the most serious revolt in the Italian army during the conflict, which occurred in July
1917. After many months of war, the brigade Catanzaro was sent
to the rear for a rest, the news of a new re-employment in the first
line trenches slowly assembled, in a few hours, what would become
a real revolt. The rebellion lasted all night and was quelled only at
dawn thanks to the intervention of a police officers’ company and
the use of heavy weapons. The brigade’s commander ordered the
decimation of those soldiers: from that dawn to the next day, sixteen soldiers were shot near the boundary wall of the cemetery of Santa Maria La Longa and buried
in a mass grave. A metal stele by artist Giorgio Celiberti in front of the town hall and a plaque on the
cemetery’s wall remember this painful episode.

Stele ( 45.93319 - 13.288419 ) in Via Roma 36, Targa ( 45.94128 - 13.297758 )
Among the many soldiers who found rest in Santa Maria there was also the infantryman, Giuseppe
Ungaretti. In the winter of 1917, while in Santa Maria, he composed three poems: “ Sleeping “, “ Solitude” and the famous “ Morning “, a masterpiece of Hermeticism only two words written on January
26, 1917: “ M’illumino d’immenso “. To commemorate the event, in the central Piazza Divisione Julia,
was placed a statue in karstic stone by friulan sculptor Franco Maschio, depicting a body that rises and
arches. Nearby, there are also three karst rocks that bear etched the poems by Ungaretti.

Sacrario di Visinale
Coordinates: 45.981203,13.44874
In the little village of Visinale (hamlet of Corno di Rosazzo) a symbolic monument was built. It is related
to the event, in between history and legend, that
saw two financiers, guarding the near bridge on the
Judrio (that back then was the boundary line), that
suspicious of unusual movements during the night
of May 23, 1915, fired the first Italian gunshot in
World War I, making vain the action of some AustroHungarian military who had tried to undermine the
bridge. For their gesture the two financiers received
a bronze medal for military valor.
The official documents, while confirming the incident and its protagonists, can’t prove that those shots were actually the first to be fired by the Italian
troops in the First World War.
The work is composed of a metal bas-relief depicting a soldier with his rifle while shooting, supported
by a god of war, and by a plaque that narrates what happened that night.

The defensive system of Tagliamento
Following the General Plan’s approval for the defense of the national territory in 1908, in the years
immediately preceding the First World War, along the border between Italy and the
Austro-Hungarian Empire, was built a defense line designed to block or slow the advance of a
possible invading army. This fortified line, that started in the mountains, proceeded along the hills of
Friuli, following the course of the Tagliamento to the sea, consisted of 44 military work: forts, dams,
battery stations and armored towers with the necessary shelters, powder magazines,
stores and troop quarters.
The defensive system was divided into 3 zones:
- Upper Tagliamento: garrisons on the outlets of the Valleys of Fella and Tagliamento, with the Forts
of Chiusaforte, Monte Festa, Osoppo, Mount Ercole and the nearby auxiliary batteries; other structures on Mount Miaron and on Col Rementera ensured the synergy with the “Ridotto Cadorino.”
- Middle Tagliamento: focused on the moraine belt (installations of Monte Bernadia, Buja, Tricesimo,
Santa Margherita, Fagagna, Col Roncone, Buja, Monte Faeit and Colloredo) and on the bridgehead of
Ragogna - Pinzano, it covered bridges, which covered the important centers of gravity of the largest
river in Friuli, Cornino, Pinzano and from 1916 onwards also Pontaiba.
- Low Tagliamento: consists of the bridgeheads of Codroipo (with the strongholds of Sedegliano, Beano, Rivolto, St. Martino, Varmo) and Latisana (with the forts of Rivarotta and Precenicco).
The complex was to be able to hold an invasion for the necessary period of time for the general
mobilization of the Armed Forces. The networks of workstations, sometimes the forts were served by
stores, reserves, logistics, housing, entrenchment roads designed to confront the modern “ sieges “ as
independently as possible. Of course, the sites also made use of various instruments of communication with the outside and the other forts.

The route: Upper Tagliamento
The Fort on Monte Festa
Coordinates: 46.347316, 13.089404
The Fort on Monte Festa, near Gemona, was built
between 1905 and 1912 and is the only Italian stronghold that was able to resist the Austro- Hungarian
invasion in 1917. Even today it is perched like an eagle’s nest: from here all backgrounds from the valleys
of the But and Fella could be controlled. In the early
years of war, as all the other fortifications in Friuli, it
was not affected by the fighting, but after the Defeat of Caporetto, the garrison was entrusted to delay
the Austrians’ advance. Captain Riccardo Winderling
managed to stop the enemy forces for a few days,
and although the ammunition and the food were finished, the Italian soldiers did not surrender but
resisted until November 6. That morning an Austrian patrol approached the fort waving a white flag.
They were accompanied to the stronghold and handed the commander a statement which called for
surrender. The message was the following: “To the Royal Italian Garrison on Monte Festa: you are surrounded on all sides and are asked to surrender. Our Parliamentarian is expected to return today at 11
am.”
Just as laconic was Winderling’s response: “ I have the honor to respond negatively.”
The garrison’s fort, once finished the ammunition stocks, blew up the guns and retreated south, trying
to join up with other retreating Italian troops.
The fortification has a battleship battery where you can still see the 4 slots on the domes and, lower,
barracks and services.
Particularly interesting are the caves which the former powder warehouses.
Many premises have been built inside the caverns
made of perforated bricks with a waterproof coating
and wooden floors to prevent the formation of sparks between the floor and soldiers ‘ boots.
At half-height between the lower caverns and the
armored battery, there is a tunnel that cuts through
rock and a cave for the two ammunition lifts and the
associated motors.
The fortress was used for radio relay links during the Second World War and in the 60s by NATO, in the
middle of the Cold War, as strategic location.

Hill of Osoppo
Coordinates: 46.347316, 13.089404
Since ancient times, the hill of Osoppo was the site of
many military settlements. It was a Celtic settlement
and later an Roman oppidum (fortress). In 610 it was
besieged by the Avars and in 902 it was looted and
destroyed by the Hungarians. After 1420, the year of
the ending of the Patriarchate of Aquileia, the fort
became a crucial point of defense of the Venetian
Republic “ground state “. It was later occupied by the
French, and in 1848, during the wars of the Risorgimento, was held by a group of Italian volunteers who
resisted for seven months against the Austrians who

wanted to conquer it again. In 1866 Friuli was annexed to the Kingdom of Italy and, from 1900 on, the
fort became part of defensive system in the Upper Tagliamento, but was never affected by clashes
during the Great war. On October 29, 1917 the fort was occupied by the Schutzen unit that had found
it unarmed. Declared a national monument in 1923, in 1951 was permanently demilitarized. The fort
is a very special one because it is made up of a superposition of buildings of various ages and preserves structures dating back to different periods:
defensive works, tunnels, ditches, trenches, mad
houses, the subsistence storehouse, a powder keg in
the cave, the aqueduct reservoir, the barracks, the
wireless station, the stables from the First War; the
citadel of Gerolamo Savorgnan, which was the main
defense point during the 1514 siege, the Church of
St. Peter built between the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, where, on the inside, archeologists
have brought to light the archaeological remains of
the original church, the bastion and the Venetian artillery depot, which was re-used by the Italians and transformed into a barracks, the Austrian door and
the Napoleonic barracks, the cave of Santa Colomba, who lived on the hill in the sixth century, and the
area where dozens of fossil footprints of mammals were found. They lived from two to ten million
years ago, is of great scientific interest because we still know very few fossil footprints of Cenozoic
mammals, not only in Italy but worldwide.

The route: Middle Tagliamento
The Fort of Monte Bernadia-Monte Lonza
Coordinates: 46.234329, 13.256205

Not far from what used to be the Austro-Hungarian border at the beginning of the 900s, you can visit
the Fort of Monte Bernadia-Monte Lonza near Tarcento. Its construction dates back to a few years
before the war (around 1910) and was part of the defensive system of the Tagliamento that intended
to prevent the enemy’s invasion through the Torre’s Valley, and to protect the bridges over the Tagliamento. The Fort, at the outbreak of the First World War, like most other fortifications built in Friuli, set
back from the front line and was deprived, by order of the Supreme Command, of its artillery pieces,
which were used to reinforce the front on the Isonzo. In the last days of October 1917, the 22nd Unit
Schutzen, finding it unarmed, decided to occupy it. The fort was distributed on three floors. In the
lower floor there were rifle stations to protect the ditch and the storage rooms of projectiles and explosives.
The middle floor housed the troops accommodation and the bathrooms. An elevator carried ammunition from the lower floor to the battery at the fort’s top. On the roof were placed four pieces of heavy
artillery. Attached to the fort there were various warehouses, barracks, watchtowers, and numerous
underground tunnels.

Museo della Grande Guerra di Ragogna
Coordinates: 46.179186, 12.976465
After the defeat of Caporetto, in the autumn of
1917, the hills of Friuli became the scene of one of
the most important WWI battles: the defense of
the mountain of Ragogna and the breakthrough of
Cornino. The episode was the last act of defense on
the Tagliamento made by Italians who, although not
succesful in their purpose, have slowed the enemy’s
offensive for a few days, giving time to other departments to retreat on the Piave River. Once conquered
San Daniele, on October 30, four Imperial divisions
converged on the bridges of Pinzano and Cornino,
that were defended from the mountain of Ragogna, presided over by the BrigadeBologna. Despite
the inferiority of men and means, Italian troops repulsed the violent attacks of the Austrians for several times, but, on November 1, the gravity of the situation suggested to general Sanna, commander
of the front, to order the explosion of the Pinzano bridge, precluding any possibility of salvation to
those who were defending the trench on Mount Ragogna, on the left side of Tagliamento: the infantry, however, put up a desperate resistance until nightfall, when they were inexorably overwhelmed.
To the survivors of the Brigade Bologna (among whom was Colonel Rocca) was granted the honors
of war, and also the official Austrian report, like all Italian sources, praised the heroic defense supported by Savoy infantry between October 30 and November 1, 1917. The defensive action on Mount
Ragogna has allowed the columns of the Army to acquire the necessary time to organize an effective retreat and complete the defensive system on
the Piave. Many examples of that desperate battle
still dot that stretch of the Tagliamento: the bridge
of Pinzano (46.184599 - 12.956118) on which hangs
a plaque dedicated to the last Italian soldiers who
defended this area in November 1917; the toll house with a metal post, set on a rocky outcrop; the remains of the former German Ossuary of Colle Pion
(46.185591 - 12.952553); numerous huts in which
ammunition were stored, the remains of a battery
with permanent posts where cannons were deployed; a buried powder keg; some pillboxes and a stone entrance. On a high spur rises the Castle of
Reunia or St. Peter (46.187684 - 12.961177), that was built around the sixth century AD to control the
road leading to the Norian, later inhabited by several noble families. With the transition to the Kingdom of Italy, the palace suffered some work of fortification, since it was considered of prime strategic
importance. Between the October 30 and 31, 1917 the castle was one of the resistance’s scenarios of
the Bologna brigade against the advance of the Austro-Germanic troops. To these Italian structures
were added some Austro-Hungarian buildings: defensive fortifications, a machine-gun nest, the slits
of a blockhouse and a tangle of buried trenches. The
most touching testimony, however, is represented
by two penciled writings still visible inside the caves
used as command by Bologna brigade during the
fightings of 1917: the first depicts an Austro-Hungarian assault while an Italian defender, flag in hand,
stands on the crest of the hill, while the second one
includes the name of Luigi Battisti, who was born in
Poggio d’Asti in 1895, followed by a stylized frieze
of the House of Savoy with two Italian flags woven.
The Great War Museum of Ragogna offers a faithful
reconstruction of the military battles on Monte Ra-

gogna and Cornino. On a plastic relief, which closely follows the morphology of the local operating
theater, are faithfully sketched all fortified positions, entrenched lines, the supply routes, the respective deployment on October 31, 1917, and other essential details to the understanding of the war
that invested these territories. Many objects and materials found in the surrounding battlefields and
images of those years time are also preserved.

Il forte di Fagagna
Coordinates: 46.116634, 13.094587
At the beginning of 900s, along the border between the Kingdom of Italy and the Habsburg Empire, it
was built a defensive chain of military works: strongholds, weirs, batteries and armored towers with
the necessary shelters and warehouses. The dual
purpose of these works, built on the main roads permitting the access to Italy, was to block the advance
of an invading army and protect the deployment of
Italian troops. The fort of Fagagna was part of the
fortifications of the Middle Tagliamento, along with
the forts of Col Roncone, Santa Margherita, Tricesimo and Monte Lonza (Bernadia).
When Italy became involved in the war, they turned out to be useless because the Italians advanced
on the old border, the fortifications were therefore
disarmed and used as warehouses.
The fort of Fagagna stands on the hill overlooking
the town and consists of a single two-leveled bunker,
the upper floor was used for the 4 guns in an armored dome swivel; the defensive slits for riflemen or
machine guns are clearly visible in the ditch.
The fort is surrounded by a deep moat from which
you can see some details of the original drawbridge’s
anchors and the joints of the iron bridge crossing the
moat itself.

The route: Low Tagliamento
La struttura difensiva di Sedegliano
Coordinates: 46.005506, 12.983763
The defense of the bridges on the Tagliamento was essential both to
allow the passage of troops and supplies, and to ensure the ferrying of
the Italian army in case of retreat. In this perspective, the position of
Codroipo was fundamental. The bridgehead in Codroipo included the
works of Beano (to protect the railway and the road from Udine) and
Rivolto (to protect the road from Palmanova) and was completed by
the batteries of Sedegliano, San Martino and Varmo, which were much
smaller and arranged as to defend the sidewalls of the main ones. The
defensive structure of Sedegliano consists simply of a concrete base
(about 70 meters in length) in which four niches were obtained for the
149 mm guns. Particularly interesting are the raised lunettes, whose
floor is reached thanks to elegant concrete staircases adjacent to the
building armored shelter for munitions and troops.
Although they have been walled up, one of these gates is partially open and you can enter inside. This
battery was used as a defensive position during the period of “cold war”.

L’opera di Beano
Coordinates: 45.983024, 13.033443
The work of Beano (in the municipality of Codroipo),
built with only one floor in order to be less exposed
to enemy fire, is surrounded by a moat crossed by a
wooden deck that still rests on the original anchors.
Inside, a wide corridor cuts the building in all its length and allows the access to all rooms (gunpowder
magazine, housings, bathrooms and laboratory for
the production of explosives) and to the ramps leading to the domes where the guns were placed. In
many of these places you can still see the original armored doors.
Due to the potential danger of explosives, a Faraday cage for lightnings protection, had been implemented and is still present on the roof.
The cornerstone was demobilized at the beginning of the war and finally abandoned in October 1917,
without ever having been engaged in combat actions.
In the years before the war, it was spied by the Austrians: an Imperial agent in fact managed to bribe
an assistant of the gunpowder magazine in Casarsa in order to buy the detailed map of the location
of Beano. The infiltrated Habsburg was recognized and sentenced to two years’ imprisonment by the
Assize Court of Udine.

Il forte di Rivolto
Coordinates: 45.78158, 13.075326
The other central bastion in the fortress of Codroipo, is the fort of Rivolto, which is quite similar to the
stronghold of Beano: it has the same architecture
and an equal number of pieces of artillery. Unarmed
in 1915, as the other works of Codroipo’s Bridgehead, and therefore never involved in any action during
the war, it was later used as a Italian powder magazine.
In the immediate vicinity you will find the airbase,
home of the Frecce Tricolori, the aerobatic team
(PAN) constituting the Air Force and 313 º Acrobatic
Training Group.

“Torre corazzata” di Precenicco
Coordinates: 45.78158, 13.075326
Latisana’s bridgehead included the forts of Rivarotta
and Precenicco (to protect the railway and the road
to Venice) and battery posts of Modeano, Titiano
and Pertegada.
Just like Codroipo’s bridgehead, it was structured
between 1910 and 1913 in order to block the invader for at least a month, waiting for the total mobilization to be completed. Latisana is located near the
mouth of the Tagliamento, on the border between
Friuli Venezia Giulia and Veneto, and was a strategic key point for the southern front.

The so-called “ armored tower “ of Precenicco, more
than fifty feet wide and ten feet high, was also built
between 1910 and 1913 and was armed with 4 cannons of 149 mm in dome Schneider, a battery and
different types of Perino machine guns.
It was never affected by war, but was strengthened
during the second world war for territorial surveillance against partisan, and as the cornerstone of a
defensive line in case of Allies landing on the Adriatic
beaches. It was later used as a powder magazine by
the Italian army until a few years ago.
The one floor building is surrounded by a moat full of water and still retains the original armored doors. A wide corridor runs through the whole building’s length and allows access to deposits, rooms, to
the laboratory, the service area and the ramps leading to the domes.

La batteria di Modeano
Coordinates: 45.822056, 13.036914
The fort of Rivarotta, was built like the others between 1909 and 1914, was most likely similar to that of
Precenicco. It had only one level and was armed with
four 149 mm guns, in an armored Schneider dome,
4 75 mm cannons and four Perino machine guns for
close defense. Given the massive presence of weapons and ammunition, the work was blown up in
1917 by the Italians retreating from the front of Caporetto. For this reason, the mighty fortress is burned to the ground and only the original pylons of the
mobile bridge for access to strong remain.
The battery of Modeano is a very simple, one-level, construction, where are still visible some masonry
shelters and the stalls of 4 cast iron cannons, as well as the columns that hold up the iron gate.
The complex, built to stop attacks from the north, was powerfully armored. In the period following the
Second World War, it has been included among the works intended to form the “anti-Soviet invasion”
barrier. After the collapse of the Berlin Wall the fort lost all of its strategic importance, but was still
used by the Italian army for a few years.
The batteries of Modeano and Titiano were occasionaly manned during the two world wars, by the
troops of the Italian Social Republic.
The building in Pertegada was burned to the ground, however, the battery in Titiano is now private
property.
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